
 

SMM 2014 Reports Record Turnout 

Impressive outcome: 50,000 industry visitors at 26th international maritime trade fair 

With optimism and ingenuity, the industry tackles its challenges head-on 

It was another full success: With more than 2,100 exhibitors from all around the world, including 

150 first-timers, with 50,000 industry visitors and roughly 90,000 square metres of exhibition space, 

SMM has demonstrated once again what it means to be the leading international trade fair of the 

maritime industry. After four days brimming with activity, the 26th SMM came to a close today. "We 

set new records this year," said Bernd Aufderheide, CEO and President of Hamburg Messe und 

Congress GmbH. The excellent turnout not only showed that companies are ready to meet the 

current challenges with determination, but it also revealed a growing appreciation for collaboration, 

he added. "This fair generates ideas and fresh impetus for the maritime industry, and it is a perfect 

platform for networking, inspiring each other and negotiating deals. It sends a positive, 

encouraging signal to the maritime community," said Aufderheide. The industry's top event again 

took place under the patronage of the German Chancellor, Dr Angela Merkel. 

"SMM is as much a part of Hamburg as St. Michael's Cathedral and the Elbe river. This city is the 

natural home of this famous industry fair," said Senator Frank Horch from the Hamburg 

Department of Economics, Transport and Innovation. He emphasised the city's resolve to step up 

its efforts in support of the shipbuilding industry. "Our city owes so much to the shipping industry. It 

goes without saying that Hamburg will continue to invest in the shipbuilding sector." Of course, the 

Hamburg Association of Ship Engineers (VSIH), the originator and inspirational authority behind 

SMM, was present at the fair. "The engineers organised in the VSIH traditionally embrace 

innovation in ship operation. What has made SMM the grand event it is today has been its 

international character and its ability to integrate all nations," stresses VSIH Chairman Jürgen 

Witte, alluding to the four "I's" of the fair's guiding principles: Identification, Integration, 

Internationality and Innovation. The Innovation topic featured prominently on the agenda of this 

year's SMM, which presented the entire bandwidth of maritime innovation. The exhibits covered a 

wide spectrum, from large-scale ship engineering and shipbuilding products to ship outfitting and 

equipment supplies, and from cargo handling systems and maritime technologies to specialised 

services. 



 

Global reach 

With its 26 national pavilions and exhibitors from 67 different countries, this year's fair was more 

international than ever. Two thirds of exhibitors hailed from countries other than Germany. For the 

first time, companies from Egypt, Lebanon and Sri Lanka showcased their maritime products and 

services, and Dubai set up its first-ever national pavilion. In fact, the Dubai Chamber of Commerce 

& Industry's pavilion, representing more than 20 companies, bustled with activity. "Our fair visit is a 

full success. This fair is extremely well organised. We have learned a lot at this event and are 

returning home with a long list of new contacts," said Khamis Juma Buamin, Group Chief 

Executive Officer of Drydocks World and Maritime World. 

 

The Asian market was also well-represented. For example, South Korea's Hyundai Heavy 

Industries (HHI), Hyundai Mipo Dockyard, Hyundai Samha Heavy Industries, Daewoo Shipbuilding, 

Hanju Heavy Industries & Construct Co. and Korea Offshore & Shipbuilding Association (Koshipa) 

had staffed a joint booth which attested to the country's far-ranging capabilities. "For us as Asian 

shipbuilders, SMM is an event we cannot miss. This is where we meet up with our European 

customers, build relationships and generate new business," said Hyoung-Won Hahm, Deputy 

General Manager of HHI. The venue itself has a strong appeal to him: "Hamburg is one of the most 

important ports for international container shipping. For our business this is a true hot spot," he 

pointed out. China was likewise represented by numerous well-known companies, such as the 

China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC), one of the industry leaders. 

The booth of Italian shipbuilder Fincantieri attracted plenty of attention with its generously-sized 

displays of fascinating ship models to a scale of 1:150, including models of a FREMM class frigate, 

the cruise ship "Carnival Sunshine" of Carnival Cruise Lines, and the 133 metre yacht "Serene".  

A major shipbuilding nation 

Germany as the host country did not hide its light under a bushel at SMM. "German shipowners 

and operators are a key target group of this fair. With billions invested in state-of-the-art technology 

for both newbuilds and ships in service they have made Germany the world's third largest shipping 

nation. This benefits German suppliers and developers in particular," said Ralf Nagel, Managing 

President of the German shipowners' association, VDR.  



 

German ingenuity was palpable in all of the exhibition halls. In keeping with the motto "Networked 

thinking, networked actions", the German Engineering Federation VDMA presented a new version 

of "German Marine Equipment", an Online manufacturer catalogue of all German companies of the 

supply segment. "It is our goal to bring the cumulative competence of German companies closer to 

international customers," said Dr Jörg Mutschler, Managing Director of VDMA. His opinion about 

the importance of SMM: "The focused yet familiar atmosphere among the exhibitors and 

customers and the high quality of the exhibitors are trademarks of the Hamburg fair.  The reason 

for this is the fact that this fair has grown steadily over the years. This is why SMM is always going 

to be the leading international trade fair of the maritime industry." 

"SMM 2014 set new participation records, with a host of innovative products demonstrating the 

high level of the technological development work done by this industry," said Dr Reinhard Lüken, 

General Managing Director of the German Shipbuilding and Ocean Industries Association (VSM). 

In particular, the exhibits of German shipbuilding and maritime technology companies are 

indicative of the exceptional competence of Germany's maritime industry, he added. 

The global concern Siemens is a good example: "Among our highlights this year is our propulsion 

pod "eSiPod" which we are presenting with a new design and improved hydrodynamic properties 

plus a significantly expanded power range. This development is part of our strategy to increase the 

energy efficiency and reduce the emissions of ships sustainability through innovation," said 

Andreas Schwann, Head of Siemens Marine & Shipbuilding. 

 

High levels of visitor satisfaction 

Not only the exhibitors were enthusiastic about the fair, the visitors likewise expressed their 

satisfaction. According to an independent survey, 96 per cent of responding visitors said they 

found the fair "good" or "very good". 94 per cent said they would gladly recommend SMM. 

Executives from all target segments were present, with the ship-owning and ship operating, 

shipbuilding and shipyard, equipment and plant engineering as well as electronics segments 

named most frequently. The international portion of the fair visitors increased by 10 per cent 

compared to the last SMM (45 per cent). Conspicuously, visitor quality had improved again, as 

well: All key decision makers were there, a fact reflected by the positive responses from exhibitors. 

 

"This fair is an international meeting place, and we are very happy with the attendance. As for 



 

Rolls Royce Marine, the introduction of our new marine diesel engine B33:45 was a major highlight 

at SMM because now, all of them are represented here," said Andrew Rice, Vice President 

Marketing, Rolls Royce Marine. 

 

Ralf Sempf, Director – Materials Management with Meyer Werft, applauded the open-mindedness 

of the fair visitors. "With its excellent visitor figures and the decidedly positive, optimistic mindset I 

observed among exhibitors and visitors alike, this year's SMM was a full success for me. I am 

taking home from this fair a wealth of extremely innovative ideas and concepts for our very special 

segment of the shipbuilding market: highly complex cruiseships." 

Great Success 

This year again, the fair provided an ideal backdrop for signing business deals. In fact, a major 

contract was signed by Peter Fetten (Carnival) and Blohm+Voss Repair CEO Jan-Kees Pilaar at 

the booth of B+V. With 92,000 employees, EUR 13 bn. in annual sales and 101 dream ships, 

Carnival Corporation, Miami (USA) is the world's largest cruiseship operator. Carnival is going to 

have its entire Europe fleet, including the Club vessels of Aida Cruises, Costa Crociere, Cunard 

Line and P&O Cruises, among others, repaired and upgraded exclusively by Blohm+Voss.  

MAN Diesel&Turbo SE likewise reported a major business deal: The company signed a new 

licence agreement with Qingdao Haixi Marine Diesel Co., Ltd. (QMD), enabling the company to 

better serve its customers in the important northern Chinese market. 

Current Topics 

The protection of the marine environment and the improvement of ship efficiency were among the 

top items on the SMM agenda. "The shipping industry, working closely together with shipbuilders 

and suppliers, continues to devote considerable resources and capital to the development and 

implementation of a wide range of new technologies that protect air and water quality and increase 

energy efficiency. SMM again gave tangible evidence of the range of modern technology," said 

MAN Diesel & Turbo CEO Dr Stephan Timmermann. In his view too, SMM 2014 was a full 

success: "In the light of continued economic and structural challenges, the industry has shown it 

believes in its future economic success and its sustainability. There is a sense of anticipation, 

driven by long-term business partnerships which are so typical of the marine industry. MAN Diesel 



 

& Turbo has supported this spirit through its motto 'The Power of Shipping', which expresses our 

unwavering commitment to the maritime sector. The feedback from our customers was 

tremendously positive, and it expressed appreciation for the work and investment effort that has 

enabled the new products and technologies displayed at the fair," said Timmermann. 

 

Raytheon Anschütz for example, a world-leading manufacturer of navigation systems, announced 

during the fair that it will supply a new generation of its integrated navigation system (INS) 

"Synapsis" for two new chemical and product tankers, among other ships. The 50,000 dwt tankers 

are being built at the Croatian shipyard "3 May" for Spanish shipowner Marflet Marine. 

Furthermore, the company showcased its newly-developed NautoScan NX radar sensors, the core 

element of the new Synapsis generation. "Real-time digital processing of the radar signals and the 

innovative way the signals are generated enhance the security of crews, passengers, the 

environment and coast lines," said Dr Lüder Hogrefe, CEO of Raytheon Anschütz. He called the 

fair an ideal platform for presenting innovative products: "SMM is the main hub for our business. 

We are excited to come here every single time, to meet with global customers and pull together our 

international sales network," said Hogrefe.  

In a special press conference held during SMM, ZF Marine Propulsion announced that it is 

expanding its range of gearboxes for work boats. Anré Körner, head of product line, commercial 

and fast craft, said: "We get customer requests based on certain power, applications and 

accessories and we have now taken the position to develop this new series to really fulfil this 

demand."  The W10000, rated to 2,610kw (3,500hp) at 2,100rpm, is available with ratios from 2.0:1 

up to 7.9:1, a feature also driven by customer demand for deeper ratios.  This latest transmission 

can also be ordered in reversing, non-reversing and hybrid-ready (PTI) versions.  

Efficiency-enhancing solutions are also what L-3 Systems International bets on. Among the 

highlights at the L-3 Stand were live presentations of the advanced navigation system NACOS 

Platinum along with a ship simulator with three large-sized screens, which attracted much 

attention. "We are more than satisfied with SMM and the feedback we received at our booth. We 

have established many new contacts and look to the future with great optimism," said Ulrich 

Weinreuter, President of L-3 Systems International. 

 



 

SKF Blohm + Voss Industries likewise used SMM to launch newly-developed eco-friendly 

products. Apart from a GPS-controlled environmental surveillance system, the company, a 

subsidiary of SKF, had brought along an environmentally compatible stern tube sealing solution 

and a water/oil separator solution for lube oil. "Every two years SMM comes as a highlight in our 

business year. No other meeting place of our industry is as intimate as this fair. It is here we like to 

introduce our innovative solutions to the market. This year we had an especially wide range of 

innovations to offer. We are very satisfied with the response," said CEO Martin Johannsmann. 

Focus on LNG 

One of the key topics of this year's SMM was LNG as a ship fuel. The demand for LNG technology 

concepts is strong. Wärtsilä, one of the leading manufacturers of ship engines, has been promoting 

more efficient ship propulsion systems for years. "Now we reap the benefits. More efficient engines 

are today a major trend across the shipping industry," said CEO Björn Rosengren. Much 

experience has been gained already with land-based power generation systems. Now it is time for 

the shipping sector to embrace natural gas, he added: "By 1 January 2015 at the latest, when 

stricter emission limits come into force for the North and Baltic Seas, this topic will be on top of the 

agenda," said Rosengren. His prediction: "Today roughly 50 LNG-driven ships are sailing the 

world's oceans. By 2020 there might be 1,300." 

Impressive presentations 

Walking through the exhibition halls, visitors were able to marvel at numerous stands decorated 

with loving care, some with spectacular designs. Many innovative presentation concepts made the 

fair a feast for the eyes. For example, the booth of Caterpillar  Marine und Caterpillar Propulsion 

Sweden AB received plenty of accolades. "SMM was the greatest show in the maritime world in 

years. Being here, getting in touch with people and presenting our products has been enormously 

important for Caterpillar," said Marketing Manager Christian Lindquist. 

 

One of the most impressive and innovative stands of the entire fair was that of DNV GL. To provide 

adequate space for lectures, panel discussions and debates, the world's leading classification 

society had prepared the "DNV GL Forum", a sizable auditorium right next to the company booth, 

which was used extensively. 36 presentations, 41 speakers, 11 topics: “We developed this format 



 

for an even more intensive conveyance of content,” explained Andreas Bodmann, Head of DNV 

GL Maritime Direct Communications. “The core topics were operating safety, performance 

optimisation and complex system management.” One year after the DNV/GL merger and the 

choice of Hamburg as the maritime division’s headquarters, DNV GL Maritime CEO Tor E. 

Svensen gave a particularly positive assessment of the merger there. The combined strenghts of 

the company offers customers true value added, as well, he said, also adding praise for the 

innovative impetus coming from SMM:  "As a technology-focused industry fair, it vividly 

demonstrates the massive innovative potential of the shipbuilding industry," said the CEO at DNV 

GL’s first SMM. DNV GL was this year's main sponsor of SMM.  

Unity is strength – a maxim which many companies followed by exhibiting together. “This year, as 

well, we once again took the very conscious decision to exhibit at a common stand covering the 

areas turbochargers, electrification and automation – a choice which proved very successful. We 

place great emphasis on presenting ABB as an enterprise capable of offering products, systems 

and solutions in every conceivable area of maritime equipment,” says ABB Automation GmbH 

General Manager and Division Director Process Automation Central Europe, Daniel Hubner.  

For the first time, Lürssen Werft was present at the SMM with all six companies. “We have a stand 

on two floors and more personnel here because we know how crucial this trade fair is for 

business,” says expert for mega-yachts and navy vessels, and Lürssen Werft Sales Director 

Middle East, Jörg Ahrens.  

Top-class delegations 

Top-class delegations from the navy and coastguard also visited the trade fair to learn more about 

cutting-edge innovations in the security technology space. “I always enjoy coming to this trade fair 

for an update, and for open and constructive talks,” says the German Navy Chief of Staff, Vice 

Admiral Axel Schimpf, for example. SMM is the ideal environment to find out more about the latest 

solutions for this, and to exchange thoughts informally in a relaxed atmosphere. 

 

The demand for high-tech was again apparent in the areas of offshore technology and deep-sea 

research:  

 For example, companies like Voith supply their customers with essential equipment they need to 

succeed under extreme operating conditions in oil and gas exploration or the search for other 



 

natural resources such as manganese. Voith showed a model of the construction vessel "High 

Flow 4", which can operate with dynamic positioning in currents of up to ten knots and promises to 

revolutionise the offshore market. 

 

But it was not only the exhibition halls where SMM excelled; the accompanying special events 

programme likewise set new standards this year. In particular, the integrated conferences were 

extremely well received, including gmec (Final Report), MS&D (Final Report), SMM Offshore 

Dialogue (with as many as 450 participants), SMM Ship Finance Forum (120 attendees) and the 

brand-new Recruiting Day, which aimed to attract highly-qualified staff for the shipping industry. 

"SMM is the showcase of the shipyards, the shipbuilding industry at large, and its supply industry. I 

am extremely pleased to see the industry looking more optimistically into the future after having 

gone through troublesome years. This positive message is being sent from Hamburg into the 

world," said Mr. Uwe Beckmeyer, Parliamentary Secretary at the Federal Ministry for Economic 

Affairs and Energy, and Federal Government Coordinator for the Maritime Industry. The industry is 

staying on track, as this year's SMM motto says: "Keeping the course". A reunion in 2016 is thus 

as good as fixed: Roughly one-third of this year's participants are already planning for the next 

SMM from 6 to 9 September 2016. More than 100 exhibitors are remaining at the fair site to 

present their innovative technologies during the subsequent "WindEnergy Hamburg" fair. For 

further Information go to: smm-hamburg.com 

 

http://www.smm-hamburg.com/en/presse/press-releases/press-release/article/schlussbericht-gmec-global-maritime-environmental-congress-am-9-september-2014/
http://www.smm-hamburg.com/en/presse/press-releases/press-release/article/schlussbericht-msd-international-conference-on-maritime-security-and-defence-am-10september-201/


 

Further quotes:  

“Today’s shipping industry is confronted with some of the toughest technical and operational challenges in its 

history, for which we need to find long-term solutions. With a programme of conventions and forums, and the 

exhibition itself, SMM offers the global shipping industry an opportunity to make new contacts, exchange 

know-how, and jointly deliberate about the future. This year, the SMM has ramped up its programme with the 

offshore industry, allowing us at ABS to inform visitors about our business, and to contribute towards the 

dialogue between the shipping and offshore industries.” 

Kirsi Tikka, President & COO, ABS Europe Division. 

 

“We always appreciate face-to-face communication with our existing as well as potential cus-tomers, and 

therefore SMM is an ideal event for us. It brings us together with many relevant people and companies from 

around the world, who all have different needs and insights. 

SMM is about far more than presenting your products; it also gives us a unique opportunity to interact with 

the international market and learn more about the latest trends. We love to dis-cuss the latest technology 

and innovative ideas and the network at the fair gives us a great opportunity to do so. The fair has inspired 

us to be even more innovative.”   

Claus Hein, International Sales & Marketing Manager, Logimatic 

 

“We’re delighted to make our début at this year’s SMM and are staggered at the size and diversity of this 

trade fair. It’s just the right venue for meeting the audience we want to address. There’s no better place to 

present ourselves to the industry.” 

Gert Jorgensen, Chief Executive Officer of Inrotech 

 

“This trade fair is absolutely incredible. Over the past four days, I’ve had as many riveting discussions as in 

the past ten years together. We’ll definitely be returning.” 

Thorsten Koops, Chief Inspector, Hamburg Harbour Police 

 

“We met many old and new customers and discussed with them how we, at Alfa Laval, can help ship owners 

save energy and reduce their environmental footprints. Especially the pres-entation of our new exhaust 

scrubber, PureSOx 2.0, attracted a great deal of interest.” 

Anne Kirstine Senderovitz, Vice President Marine & Diesel Division Alfa Laval 

 

“We are very satisfied with the trade fair. MacGregor’s new company presentation received positive 

feedback and we welcomed many existing and first-time contacts at our stand. Al-ready the kick-off event 



 

attracted a large number of visitors, and we were pleased to discover our visitor count was higher than in 

2012. The SMM is truly one of the shipping industry’s leading events.” 

Joerg Tollmien, Regional Director North Europe, UK freight management expert MacGregor 

 

“It’s a great experience to be here! You can literally feel the underlying positive atmosphere, and concrete 

negotiations are held, too. We’re more than satisfied.” 

Hans-Joachim Raffel, Sales Manager, Baoji Top Titanium Industry Co., Ltd. 

 

“This trade fair’s an absolute must for us, also. We’re delighted to be able to intensify many of our contacts, 

and are deeply impressed by the diversity of the exhibitors here.” 

Minsung Kim, Marketing Manager, DSME 

 

Press contact: 

Esther Scholz, telephone: +49 40-3569-2453, 

e-mail: esther.scholz@hamburg-messe.de 

 

 


